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OCTAlumina plus - lightrooms

OCTAlumina has evolved to become OCTAlumina plus. With exciting new features that are just
waiting to be discovered by you.

The new extrusions make your dreams of entire light rooms come true. Including an integrated
door that can be built without visible frame edges thanks to the new 30° slanted grooves.
Moreover, additional fabric grooves were provided to achieve stunning three-dimensional effects.
Playing with two layers and different fabrics allows you to create a very special ambience that
captivates your visitors with its radiant beauty.

More freedom. More room. For your projects. In usual high OCTAlumina quality: featuring 
highperformance power LEDs, ideal light dispersion and neutral color rendering. And, of course,
uniform and shadow-free illumination. We make your company shine.

Learn more

SHINING – FROM WALL TO DOOR
Mounted flush to the wall, the illuminated
OL 895 door disappears in the overall
picture of your OCTAlumina light frame.
With access control via RFID smart cards.

WITHOUT VISIBLE EXTRUSION EDGES
Thanks to the new slanted groove, the silicone
welt is firmly tightened around the extrusion.
This allows for full surface tensioning of the
fabric - including the edges.

IMPRESSIVE SPATIAL EXPERIENCES

Versatile, three-dimensional, expressive: 
OCTAlumina plus – a plus at all levels. New 
extrusions allow for fully illuminated closed 
structures up to a height of 5 m.

The focus is on the picture. At the corners, the
graphic is only interrupted by a slightly offset
and hardly noticeable 2 mm extrusion edge to
create the impression of a seamless picture.

This helps ensure maximum attention for your
product presentation. Create innovative and
state-of-the-art light room concepts. With or
without illuminated door. Spatial experiences
that captivate your customers and make a
lasting impression.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
For further details and information on our
OCTAlumina product range, please download
our brochure from our website, visit our
corresponding topic page or call your personal
OCTANORM contact partner.

We look forward to hearing from you.

EXCITING 3D EFFECT
2 fabric layers – countless possibilities. Play
with different fabric materials ranging from
transparent to opaque. Attached to the
additional groove, they create impressive
three-dimensional effects that change with
the viewing angle. OCTAlumina plus: the
highlight of the next dimension.
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